In many real-world applications, e.g. recommendation systems, certain items appear much more frequently than other items. However, standard embedding methods-which form the basis of many ML algorithms-allocate the same dimension to all of the items. This leads to statistical and memory inefficiencies. In this work, we propose mixed dimension embedding layers in which the dimension of a particular embedding vector can depend on the frequency of the item. This approach drastically reduces the memory requirement for the embedding, while maintaining and sometimes improving the ML performance. We show that the proposed mixed dimension layers achieve a higher accuracy, while using 8× fewer parameters, for collaborative filtering on the MovieLens dataset. Also, they improve accuracy by 0.1% using half as many parameters or maintain baseline accuracy using 16× fewer parameters for click-through rate prediction task on the Criteo Kaggle dataset.
Introduction
It is difficult to overstate the impact of representation learning and embedding-based models in the present AI landscape. Embedding representations power state-of-the-art applications in diverse domains, including computer vision [7, 53] , natural language processing [13, 33, 31, 49, 2, 43, 32] , computational biology [5] , and recommendation systems [12, 41, 54] .
There seems to be a fundamental trade-off between the dimension of an embedding representation and the statistical performance (i.e. accuracy or loss) of embedding-based models on a particular learning task. It is well-documented that statistical performance suffers when embedding dimension is too low [55] . Thus, we are interested in the fundamental question: Is it possible to re-architect embedding representations for a more favorable trade-off between number of parameters and statistical performance?
This challenge is particularly prominent in recommendation systems tasks such as collaborative filtering (CF) and click-through rate (CTR) prediction problems. Recommendation models power some of the most commonplace data-driven services on the internet that benefit users across the globe with personalized experiences on a daily basis [1, 23, 25, 44] .
At present, the out-sized memory consumption of standard embedding layers in these recommendation systems is a major burden on the memory hierarchy -an embedding layer for a single recommendation engine can consume tens of gigabytes of space [41, 44] . This makes the engineering challenges associated with large-scale recommendation embeddings of particular importance and interest.
In many models, embedding layers are used to map input categorical values into a vector space. This feature mapping outputs a d-dimensional vector for each value, and is learned concurrently with the model during supervised training. However, the relationship between data distributions, embedding representations, model architectures, and optimization algorithms is highly complex. This makes it difficult to design efficient quantization and compression algorithms for embedding representations from information-theoretic principles.
Nevertheless, the distributions of accesses for users and items is often heavily skewed in many real-world applications. For instance, for the CF task on MovieLens dataset 2 , the top 10% of users receive as many queries as the remaining 90% and the top 1% of items receive as many queries as the remaining 99%. To an even greater extent, for the CTR prediction task on the Criteo AI Labs Ad Kaggle dataset 3 the top 0.0003% of indices receive as many queries as the remaining 30 million, as summarized on Fig. 1 . In networks science, this phenomena is referred to as popularity [14, 39] , a terminology we adopt here. We propose mixed dimension embedding layers, a novel architecture for embedding representations. The central thesis behind mixed dimension embedding layers is that the dimension of a particular embedding vector should not remain uniform, but should scale with that feature's popularity. In particular, we show that popular embedding features are often not allotted sufficient parameters, whereas infrequent embeddings waste them. By architecting mixed dimension embedding layers such that the dimension of an embedding vector scales with its popularity, we can make significant improvements to statistical performance at small parameter budgets.
In order to illustrate that the proposed mixed dimension embedding layers greatly improve parameter-efficiency we show that mixed dimension layers achieve slightly lower loss, while using 8× fewer parameters compared to uniform dimension embeddings on the Movielens dataset [21] . Also, we show that mixed dimension embeddings improve accuracy by 0.1% using half as many parameters and maintain the baseline accuracy using 16× fewer parameters on the Criteo Kaggle dataset [29] .
We point out that even though we focus on recommendation and and event-probability prediction problems, our methods are applicable to representation learning in general. We state our main contributions next.
Summary of Contributions
1. We propose mixed dimension embedding layers, where the dimension of a particular embedding vector scales with said vector's popularity. 2. We provide a simple heuristic scheme for sizing of embedding vectors given a prior distribution or training sample. The dimensions prescribed by our scheme compare favorably to uniform dimensions. 3. We identify two distinct mechanisms by which mixed dimension layers improve parameter-efficiency and achieve superior statistical performance at a given parameter budget.
Background & Related Works
In this work, we focus on explicit CF as well as CTR prediction. In explicit CF user ratings for particular items are directly observed and therefore it can be formally framed as a matrix completion problem [9, 10, 11, 22] .
Embedding-based approaches, such as matrix factorization (MF) [22, 28, 46] or neural collaborative filtering (NCF) [15, 24] are among the most popular and efficient solutions to matrix completion. The main alternative is to use a convex relaxation to find the minimum nuclear norm solution. This entails solving a semidefinite program, which takes time O(n 4 ) [56] , and thus will not scale to real-world applications. Instead, embedding/factorization approaches have the drawback of explicitly requiring an embedding dimension, but in practice this can be solved with cross-validation or other hyperparameter tuning techniques. In CTR prediction tasks we are predicting the event-probability of a click, which can also be viewed as context-based CF with binary ratings. A wide variety of models has been developed over the recent years for this task, including but not limited to [12, 20, 30, 36, 57, 58] . These state-of-the-art models share many similar characteristics, and all of them without exception use memory-intensive embedding layers that dwarf the rest of the model.
In modern machine learning, embeddings are often used to represent categorical features. Embedding vectors are mined from data, with the intention that certain semantic relationships between the categorical concepts represented by the vectors are encoded by the spatial or geometric relationships and properties of the vectors [33, 34] . Thus, large embeddings are a natural choice for recommendation systems, which require models to understand the relationships between users and items.
Many techniques have been developed to decrease the amount of memory consumed by embedding layers. They can roughly be split into two high-level classes: (i) compression algorithms and (ii) compressed architectures. Compression algorithms usually involve some form of additional processing of the model beyond standard training. They can be performed offline, when they only involve post-training processing, or online, when the compression process is interleaved with or otherwise materially alters the training process. Simple offline compression algorithms include post-training quantization, pruning or low-rank SVD [4, 8, 47, 51] . Model distillation techniques, such as compositional coding [50] and neural binarization [52] are also a form of complex offline compression in which autoencoders are trained to mimic uncompressed, pre-trained embedding layers. Online compression algorithms include quantization-aware training, gradual pruning, and periodic regularization [3, 16, 17, 35, 40] . We note that many of these compression algorithms are not unique to embedding layers, and are widely used in the model compression literature.
On the other hand, we also have compressed architectures, which attempt to architect embedding representations of comparable statistical quality with fewer parameters. Compressed architectures have the advantage of not only reducing memory requirements for inference time, but also at training time. This is the approach followed by hashing-based and tensor factorization methods [6, 18, 26, 27, 48] , which focus on reducing the number of parameters used in an embedding layer by re-using parameters in various ways. These techniques stand in contrast with our approach, which focuses on non-uniform reduction of the dimensionality of embedding vectors based on embedding popularity. In principle, nothing precludes the compound use of our proposed technique and most other compression algorithms or compressed architectures. This is an interesting direction for future investigation.
Finally, we note that non-uniform and deterministic sampling has been addressed in the matrix completion literature in a line of work [37] , but only in so far as how to correct for popularity so as to improve statistical recovery performance, or build theoretical guarantees for completion under non-uniform sampling [39] . As far as we know, we are the first to leverage popularity to actually reduce parameter counts in large-scale embedding layers.
Problem and Model Formulation
We pose the problem formulations for CF and CTR tasks. For each task, we also describe the relevant models.
Collaborative Filtering Problem
Inspired by the apparent inefficiencies of using uniform dimension vectors in the non-uniform sampling regime, we formally state the central formulation of study in the noisy setting, similar to that of [37] .
Let M * ∈ R n×m , for n ≥ m, be an unknown target matrix. Let Ω ⊂ [n] × [m] denote a sample of indices. Define M := M * + E for some noise term E with ||E|| ≤ . Our observation, denotedΩ, is the set of 3-tuples:
We treat Ω as a set-valued random variable. In particular, Ω samples τ entries from [n] × [m] without replacement according to some distribution Q. Like [37] , we assume that probability matrix Q is rank-1: Q ij = π i ρ j for some n-dimensional and m-dimensional probability vectors π and ρ, respectively. In principle, if π and ρ are known, they may be used directly. In our applications, we estimate them from training data using empirical frequencies of access f for users and g for items, respectively.
We refer to a collaborative filter A as an algorithm that inputs the observationΩ and outputs an estimate of M * , denotedM ← A(Ω). The goal of the filter is to minimize the Q-weighted Frobenius loss:
Matrix Factorization
In MF we define A as solving the following optimization problem
embedding matrices correspond to an rdimensional embedding layer. When the rank of M is a known priori, it can be used to set the dimension of the embedding layer, otherwise it is treated as a hyperparameter.
Neural Collaborative Filtering
Although NCF lacks the nice theoretical guarantees offered by MF, it empirically performs mildly better on real-world datasets [24] . Since we are primarily concerned with the embedding layer, we adopt the simplest NCF model where user and item embeddings are concatenated to form an input to the following multilayer perceptron (MLP).
In NCF we define A as solving the following optimization problem
where W and V are embeddings, while θ denotes additional parameters of the MLP, denoted by function F .
Click-Through Rate Prediction Problem
CTR prediction tasks can be interpreted as event-probability prediction problem or as context-based CF with binary ratings. Compared to canonical CF, these tasks also include a large amount of context which can be used to better predict user and item interaction events. Therefore, this problem can be viewed as restricting targets M ij ∈ {0, 1}, while allowing user and items to be represented by multiple features, often expressed through sets of indices (categorical) and floating point values (continuous).
Deep Learning Recommendation Model
Facebook's state-of-the-art deep learning recommendation model (DLRM) [36] allows for κ + 1 categorical features, which can represent arbitrary details about the context of an on-click or personalization event. The i-th categorical feature can be represented by an index x i ∈ {0, ..., n i − 1} for i = 0, ..., κ. In addition to κ + 1 categorical features, we also have s scalar features, together producing a dense feature vector x ∈ R s . Thus, given some (x 0 , ...,
we would like to predict y ∈ {0, 1} which denotes an on-click event in response to a particular personalized context (x 0 , ..., x κ , x ).
In DLRM we define A as solving the following optimization problem min
where
ni−1 ] for i = 0, ..., κ are embeddings, while θ denotes any additional parameters (mostly related to MLPs) in the model G. Note that we often use binary cross-entropy instead of MSE loss in practice.
Let us now define the mixed dimension embedding layer and describe the equipartition-as well as popularitybased schemes used to determine its dimensionality. We will also discuss how we can apply it to CF and CTR prediction tasks.
Let a mixed dimension embedding layerĒ consist of k + 1 blocks and be defined by 2k + 1 matrices, so that
withĒ (i) ∈ R ni×di and P (i) ∈ R di×d0 for i = 0, ..., k, where P (0) ∈ R d0×d0 is implicitly defined as identity.
Let us assume that the dimensions of these blocks are fixed. Then, forward propagation for a mixed dimension embedding layer takes an index x in the range from 1 to n = k i=0 n i , and produces an embedding vector e x as defined in Alg. 1. The steps involved in this algorithm are differentiable, therefore we can perform backward propagation through this layer and update matricesĒ (i) and P (i) accordingly during training. We note that Alg. 1 may be generalized to support multi-hot lookups, where embedding vectors corresponding to some z query indices are fetched and reduced by a differentiable operator, such as add, multiply or concatenation.
Algorithm 1 Forward Propagation
Construct a single embedding vector corresponding to it Note that we return projected embeddings for all but the first embedding matrix and that all embedding vectors e j have the same base dimensiond := d 0 . Therefore, models based on a mixed dimension embedding layer should be sized with respect tod. We illustrate the matrix architecture of the mixed dimension embedding layer with two blocks on Fig. 2 , where the parameter budget (total area) consumed by uniform and mixed dimension matrices is the same, but allocated differently. Let us now focus on how to find the block structure in the mixed dimension architecture. This includes the row count n i as well as dimension d i assigned to each block in the mixed dimension embedding layer. We restrict ourselves to use of popularity information for sizing the mixed dimension embedding layer (i.e. frequency f of access of a particular feature; assumed here to be mostly consistent between training and test samples). We note that in principle, one could also use a related but distinct notion of importance, that refers to how statistically informative a particular feature is, on average, to the inference of the target variable. Importance could be determined either by domain experts or in data-driven manner at training time.
Blocking Scheme for Mixed Dimensions
There is some amount of malleability and choice in the re-architecture of a uniform dimension embedding layer into a mixed dimension layer. With appropriate re-indexing, multiple embedding matrices may be stacked into a single block matrix, or a single embedding matrix may be row-wise partitioned into multiple block matrices. The point of the partitioned blocking scheme is to map the n total embedding rows into blocks, with block-level row counts given by (n 0 , ..., n k ) and offset vector t ∈ N k+1 with t i := i−1 j=0 n j .
Blocking for Collaborative Filtering In CF tasks we only have two features -corresponding to users and items -with corresponding embedding matrices W ∈ R n×d and V ∈ R m×d , respectively. To size the mixed dimension embedding layer we apply mixed dimensions within individual embedding matrices by partitioning them. First, we sort and re-index the rows based on row-wise frequency:
Then, we partition each embedding matrix into k + 1 blocks such that the total popularity (area under the curve) in each block is constant, as shown in Alg. 2. For a given frequency f the k-equipartition is unique and is simple to compute. In our experiments, we saw that setting k anywhere in the (8, 16) range is sufficient to observe the effects induced by mixed dimensions, with diminishing effect beyond that.
Algorithm 2 Blocking Number of Vectors Assignment Scheme
Input: Desired number of blocks k Input: Row-wise frequencies vectorf Output: Offsets vector t f ← sort(f ) Sort and re-index by row-wise frequency Find offsets t i such that ti+1 l=ti f l = tj+1 l=tj f l for ∀j and i = 0, ..., k
Yields a unique k-equipartition
Blocking for CTR Prediction In CTR prediction tasks, we have several categorical features, with k + 1 corresponding embedding matrices E (i) ∈ R ni×d . To size the mixed dimension embedding layer for CTR prediction applications we apply mixed dimensions across different embedding matrices by stacking them. Therefore, the problem structure defines the number of blocks and number of vectors in each original embedding defines the row counts n i in the corresponding block in the mixed dimension embedding layer.
Popularity-Based Mixed Dimensions
We now assume that the number of vectors n i in each block of the mixed dimension embedding layerĒ is already fixed. Therefore, it only remains to assign the dimensions d := (d 0 , ..., d k ) to completely specify it.
We propose a popularity-based scheme that operates on a block-level and that is based on a heuristic: Each embedding should be assigned a dimension proportional to some fractional power of its popularity. Note that here we distinguish block-level probability p from row-wise frequency f . Given f , we define a i = ti+1 j=ti f j as the area under the frequency curve in the interval [t i , t i+1 ] and total τ = n j=0 f j . Then, we let block-level probability vector p ∈ R k+1 be defined by its elements p i = a i /τ . We formalize the popularity-based scheme in Alg. 3, with an extra hyperparameter temperature α > 0. The proposed technique requires knowledge of probability vector p that governs the feature popularity. When such distribution is unknown, we may easily replace it by the empirical distributions from the data sample. 4 Alternatively, we can set λ ← B( i p α−1 i ) −1 to approximately 5 constrain the embedding layer sizing to a total (number of parameters) budget B. Furthermore, to get crisp sizing, one might also elect to round d, perhaps to the nearest power of two, after applying Alg. 3.
Algorithm 3 Popularity-Based Dimension Assignment Scheme
Notice that we finally have all the tools to size the mixed dimension embedding layers as well as to perform forward and backward propagation through them, using Alg. 1 -3.
Experiments
We proceed to present our experiments validating mixed dimension embedding layers. All implementations described herein are done in the Pytorch framework [42] using NVIDIA V100 32GB GPUs [38] . In total, we run experiments on two datasets with corresponding models summarized in Table 1 . We note that we always use the MLP variation of the NCF model.
Dataset
Tasks We explore the trade-off between memory and statistical performance for mixed dimension embeddings, parameterized by varying α. For a given α, we vary the budget by varying the base dimension,d. In our setting, we measure memory in terms of number of 32-bit floating point parameters in the embedding layer. We measure performance in terms of MSE loss for CF tasks and accuracy for CTR prediction tasks. We choose to use loss rather than accuracy for CF because we would like to differentiate when the quality of our predictions are closer to the target (e.g. we want to differentiate between predicted ratings of 0 and 3 for a target of 4) in our results. We do not have to address this issue for the binary targets in the CTR prediction problem and therefore use more natural accuracy as a metric for it. In all experiments, we use the Xavier uniform initialization [19] , for all matrices in our models.
The parameters are allocated to embedding layers according to the α-parameterized rule proposed in Alg. 3.
Notice that for models with uniform dimension embedding layers (α = 0), the number of parameters directly controls the embedding dimension because the number of vectors per embedding is fixed. On the other hand, for mixed dimension layers (α > 0) the fixed parameters lead to skewed dimensions. In fact the more alpha increases the more skewed dimension assignments become based on popularity. For instance, we illustrate how different choices of α assign embedding dimensions in 
Matrix Factorization
MF is a canonical algorithm for CF. From the perspective of this work, pure MF model for CF tasks is important because it offers the most distilled, simplest setting for which we can investigate the effects of mixed dimension embeddings. In our experiments we use the MovieLens dataset [21] . We train at learning rate 10 −2 using Amsgrad optimizer [45] for 100 epochs, taking model that scored the lowest validation loss. We always run 3 replicates per experiment.
In Fig. 4a , we report learning curves for MF with three different embedding layers, plotting the number of training epochs against the validation loss for each epoch. We plot the learning curve for d = 16 uniform dimension embeddings, which has the lowest validation loss (under early termination). We also plot the learning curve for d = 4 as a baseline. Third, we plot the learning curve for mixed dimension embedding layers at α = 0.6, which uses a number of parameters equivalent to uniform dimension embedding layers at d = 4. This evidence that at dimension d = 4, the popular embedding vectors are underfitting, and that at dimension d = 16 the unpopular embedding vectors are overfitting. At the d = 4 parameter budget, the mixed dimension embeddings at α = 0.6 use a baseline dimensiond = 32 and result in an embedding layer architecture that can more adequately fit both popular and unpopular embedding vectors.
In Fig. 4b , we report the test loss for different α at varying total parameter budgets using optimal early termination. We can see that using mixed dimension embedding layers generally improves the memoryperformance frontier at each parameter budget. We point out a simple trend illustrated by the uniform dimension (blue line): performance improves with number of parameters, until we reach a critical point, after which performance decreases with increasing parameters. Notice that at all memory budgets there is an α > 0 that produces mixed embeddings that are equivalent or better than uniform dimension embeddings (α = 0).
Finally, we point out that the optimal α is dependant on the total memory budget. Thus, at any given budget, one should tune α as a hyperparameter. Ultimately, we are able to achieve approximately 0.02 lower MSE while using approximately 4× fewer parameters by using mixed dimension embeddings.
Neural Collaborative Filtering
NCF models represent more modern approaches for CF. From the perspective of this work, NCF models are interesting because they add a moderate degree of realism and show how the presence of the non-linearity in neural layers affects the results.
In our experiments we use NCF with a 3-layer MLP with dimension 128. We train at learning rate 10 −3 using Amsgrad optimizer for 100 epochs, taking model that scored the lowest validation loss. We still use the same dataset and run 3 random seeds for each point in the experiments.
In Fig. 5a , we report learning curves for the NCF model based on three different embedding layers, plotting the number of training epochs against the validation loss for each epoch. We plot the learning curve for d = 32 uniform dimension embeddings, which has the lowest validation loss (under early termination). We also plot the learning curve for d = 4 as a baseline. Third, we plot the learning curve for mixed dimension embedding layers at α = 0.6, which uses a number of parameters equivalent to uniform dimension embedding layers at d = 4.
Similarly to the MF setting, the optimally terminated model using the d = 32 embeddings has slightly higher loss than the chosen mixed dimension embeddings. However, unlike in MF, here, we do see that all three models overfit as training progresses, and thus early termination is essential for all three models.
Under prolonged training, the uniform d = 32 based NCF model overfit severely. The mixed dimension based NCF model overfits signficantly, but not as drastically as the optimal d = 32 NCF model. The NCF model with d = 4 embeddings overfits only slightly. Given that the two latter embedding layers, when identically architected and initialized, do not cause the model overfit when the embedding vectors as used for MF, we can attribute the overfitting directly to presence of the MLP layers in the NCF model.
In Fig 5b, we report the test loss for different α at varying total parameter budgets using optimal early termination. Overall, the NCF models attain slightly lower test losses than their MF counterparts, generally a decrease in the range of 0.03 − 0.01 MSE. Interestingly, the optimally terminated NCF models actually suffered from less overfittitng than the MF models did at higher parameter counts. The critical points corresponding to the optimal total parameter also increased, for each α. Yet, α = 0.6 still performed the best, albeit at a larger higher budget. Finally, concerning the comparison between mixed and uniform dimension embeddings, we see similar trends and draw the same conclusions as in the MF setting. Ultimately, we achieve approximately 0.01 lower MSE while using approximately 8× fewer parameters by using mixed dimension embeddings.
Deep Learning Recommendation Model
CTR prediction tasks can be interpreted as event-probability prediction problem or as context-based CF with binary ratings. From the perspective of this work, using mixed dimension embedding layers on real CTR prediction data with state-of-the-art deep recommendation models is an important experiment that shows how mixed dimension embedding layers might scale to real-world recommendation engines.
In our experiments we use state-of-the-art Facebook's DLRM [36] and the Criteo Kaggle dataset [29] . We train at learning rate 10 −3 using Amsgrad optimizer for a single epoch. For each α we increase the embedding layer's parameter budget up to 32GB (GPU memory limit). Notice that because of this limitation we do not see the overfitting behavior from earlier sections. Also, as usual we perform 3 replicates per experiment. However, for this task we report accuracy and not loss as discussed earlier in this section.
In Fig 6a, we plot learning curves for the DLRM model based on three different embedding layers. We show that a mixed dimension embeddings with α = 0.3 (orange line) produces a learning curve equivalent to that of a d = 32 uniform dimension embeddings (blue line) using a total parameter count equivalent to that of d = 4 uniform dimension (green line).
In Fig. 6b , we present test accuracy for DLRM using mixed dimension embedding layers at various α with varying parameter budgets. It is evident that mixed dimension embedding layers improve the memoryperformance frontier. In fact, we see a very similar trend compared to the two classical CF settings. Ultimately, we achieve approximately 0.01% higher accuracy while using approximately half as many parameters and achieve on par accuracy with 16× fewer parameters by using mixed dimension embeddings. i) Generalization -At training time, embeddings learn to represent categorical features such as users or products. We find that at a uniform-dimension, frequently-accessed vectors are often under-fitting, whereas infrequently-accessed vectors are often over-fitting. Thus, mixed dimension embeddings actually learn in more parameter-efficient manner.
ii) Allocation -Learning aside, at inference time, for a sufficiently constrained parameter budget, one faces a resource allocation trade-off. Even with an oracle factorization of the target matrix, under an expected distortion metric at a given parameter budget, it is more efficient to allocate more parameters to frequently-accessed vectors than to infrequently-accessed vectors.
Conclusion
We propose mixed dimension embedding layers in which the dimension of a particular embedding vector is based on its popularity. This approach addresses severe inefficiencies in the number of parameters used in uniform dimension embedding layers. It offers a superior trade-off between number of parameters and statistical performance of the model. In general, it improves the memory-performance frontier across memory budgets, but is particularly effective at small parameter budgets. For instance, in our experiments we were able to attain the same baseline accuracy with about 8× and 16× smaller models for CF on MovieLens and CTR prediction on Criteo Kaggle datasets, respectively. In the future we would like to investigate the composition of mixed dimension embeddings technique with other compression algorithms and architectures.
